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Below, you can find a template for a position paper for AMUn 2017. If you want to download this template, please click here. The template position paper is similarto how position paper shape instructions are given to delegates, chairs are also given instructions by the UN Conference Secretariat on how to assess position papers. The
chirang, when you write the study guide until the end of the debate, is a sacred responsibility. Sometimes, the guidelines given by the Secretariat are about to assess how the position papers are clear and uniform. However, often, a chair needs to fill in some difference between the secretariat's instructions and work in real time. To better
understand the concerns about position papers, read the following instructions, their staff has been given by the Secretary General under the chair. ————————————-Dear Chairs, as of this weekend, all registered delegates should get their study leaders. Although some delegates will still be getting a draft by next week, most of
them will receive a procedure for sending position papers. The delegation needs to send the committee's e-mail from 20th to 26th February. Any position received by the 26th before midnight should get feedback from a chair of the paper. You are not bound to vote on the papers received since the 27th. Hopefully, you should get most or
all the papers before the deadline. Papers received after the 28th are not eligible for the Best Position Paper Award, as you may not have time to check them. The position papers are received after March 1st, or at all, will disqualify the representative for an award. In the position papers, we want to see that the delegates suggest to
understand their country's terms and dates and (C) that they are willing to resolve it (if they are bad). The papers of the position arriving on time should get feedback. This per topic doesn't have to be more than a few lines. However, we need to tell you the delegates if they do a good job or they keep a low on one of the three parts
mentioned above. You should also tell me that you want to improve them. In opinion, use examples from their text, where possible. To do this most effectively, divide position papers between yourself and return them when you can. You don't need to send impressions if the representative sends you better position paper. Our main
objective is to prepare your committee's delegates and the paper of the position of the understanding usually points to better preparation. If anyone wants more information about the opinion, or any other questions regarding the position papers, please tell me in response to this email. Your delegates ask you how to write a policy paper, or
any other questions, we expect you to be helpful, polite and available. Good Lokkosig Chiirang Each conference secretariat will have the status of instructions for their chairs. There are some more; Some give online workshops about position papers, while others do not give any instructions. However, in most cases, the final opinion is left
on the chair's bed. If your secretariat is left alone, giving feedback on the discussions as per the instructions at the beginning of this article is a good start. You can also give subject specific opinions, which uses examples where more research or analysis can be used, based on what you have written in your study guide. In assigning a
position paper, your charge is to select a side on a particular subject, never controversial, and build a case for your opinion or position. You will use facts, opinions, statistics, and other types of evidence to convince your reader that your position is best. To do this, you will submit research to your position paper and prepare an outline to
create a well-constructed argument. Research is supported by that your position paper centers around a topic. Your subject and position is to be held when challenging, so it proves helpful to research a few topics and take one you can best discuss, even if it can't reflect your personal beliefs. In many cases, the subject matter and your
ability to make a strong case to the subject are not as important. Your subject may be simple or complex, but your argument must be sound and logical. Initial research is necessary to determine whether there is enough evidence available to back up your position. You don't want to be attached to the topic that comes down to a challenge.
To find professional studies and statistics, find some respected sites, such as education (.edu) sites and government (.) sites. If you come up with nothing after an hour of searching, or if you find that your position doesn't get results on the sites valued, select another topic. After that you can avoid a lot of frustration. You must take a
position when you know your own position as well as the opposite view. Take the time to determine all the possible challenges that you can face as you support your approach. Your position must resolve the opposing view against the paper and stick to it with counter-evidence. Discuss the topic with friends, colleagues, or family that you
won't easily understand yourself to get alternative points. If you find arguments for the other side of your position, you can resolve them in a fair way, and then state why they are not sound. Another helpful exercise is to draw a line down the middle of a simple sheet of paper and list your points on one side and list the opposing points on
the other side. Which argument is really better? If your opposition seems to be numbering you with the right points, you should review your subject or position on the subject. Once you have determined that your position is soportable and the opposite position is (you Weak compared to your own, you are ready to branch out with your
research. Go to a library and search, or ask reference libraries to help you find more sources. You can, of course, organize online research as well, but it is important to know how appropriately your use sources are properly suited. Make sure your articles are written by reliable sources, and be careful of the only sources that are different
from the routine, these are often in nature rather than the truth. Try to gather different sources, and include the opinion of an expert (doctor, lawyer, or professor, for example) and personal experience (from a friend or family member) that can add emotional appeal to your subject. These statements should support your own position but
should read differently than your words. Their approach is to add depth to your argument or provide anecdotal support. A position paper can be arranged in the following format: 1. Introduce your subject with some basic background information. Build your position which is your thesis penalty. Sample Points: For decades, the FDA has
been required to label certain products that pose a threat to public health. Fast food restaurants are bad for our health. Fast food packages should contain warning labels. 2. Introduce possible objections to your position. Sample Points: Such labels will affect the profits of large corporations. Many people see more government control than
this. Whose work will determine which restaurants are bad? Who makes the line? The program will be expensive. 3. Support and recognition of opposing points. Just make sure you're not dissomuch to your thoughts. Sample Points: It will be difficult and expensive for any organization to determine whether the restaurant policy should
follow. No one wants to see the government's own borders. Funds will fall on taxpayers' shoulders. 4. Explain that your position is still excellent, despite the power of counter-arguments. This is where you can work for some slander and help you. Sample Points: Price will be written by public health improvements. If the warning label is put
in place, restaurants can improve the quality of food. The government has a role to take to protect citizens. The government already does this with drugs and cigarettes. 5. Sumt your argument and restate your position. Your paper focuses on your argument and avoids the counter-arguments. You want your audience to walk away from
your perspective on the topic that is all with them. When you write position paper, write with confidence and explain your opinion with the authority. After all, your goal is to show that your position is correct. A.
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